Terms and conditions:
The holder of the Vispas shall be deemed to fish or have fished without a fishing permit
1. when he or she is found at the fishing water with more than two rods. Except where the third
fishing license is applicable
2. In all waters you may fish from 1 hour before sunrise to 2 hours after sunset. For waters with a
night fishing zone, different conditions apply, see night fishing permit.
3. There is a takeout ban for carp, catfish, eel and grass carp for all waters, you must put these fish
back immediately. Only in the IJssel,Ganzendiep, Goot, Ketelmeer, Keteldiep and Kattendiep you
may have a maximum of 5 fish, of which one pike and/or two zander are in your possession. With
the exception off 15 bait fish for pike, perch and zander for trout fish in the Dompekolk see
regulations Dompekolk.
4. It is prohibited to fish from out vessels in all waters with the exception off the IJssel, Ganzendiep,
Goot, Ketelmeer, Keteldiep, Kattendiep, Vossenmeer and the Dompekolk. For the Dompekolk
see the regulations elsewhere in this document. It is not allowed to shore a vessel on water work
constructions or on the bank protection.
5. It is not allowed for waterway, trial path, slope, bank, bank protection works, bank planting,
platforms or structures to be damaged in any form, as well as the placing pins, posts, etc. in the
above.
6. (Commercial) shipping and those charged with the maintenance of waterways and the like, must
not be disturb in their work. The Vispas holder must avoid the (commercial) shipping in time with
a large distance. This applies in particular near bridges and shipping channels.
7. Vehicles must be parked in a traffic-safe manner.
8. It is not allowed to take vehicles into the meadows or to park them where these do not belong,
keep paths and yards clear. At the Dompekolk, Bosjessteegkolk, Zuiderwaardkolk and Koerskolk
the designated parking places should be used.
9. At the first request of our inspectors or association inspectors you must clean up the garbage (even
if it is not yours). If you not forfill this request your Vispas will be taken by the inspectors or
association inspectors for at least 3 months.
10. It is not allowed to leave garbage. When leaving the fishing place, it should be clean.
11. It is not allowed to bring dogs when there are cattle in the meadows.
12. On Sundays it is forbidden to fish in the Roskamkolk.
13. Open fire or barbecue is forbidden on the bank.
14. The consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages on the bank is forbidden.
15. The use of fish-safe systems and an unhooking mat is desirable, be careful with the fish.
16. Rally fishing is not allowed.
17. The Vispas holder must make use of the usual paths to get to the water wherever possible. It
is not allowed to walk in reed and rush fields and in reed collars. In the months of April and
May you can not fish from grassland unless it have already mown. Avoid high grass, fish
from just mowed land !!
18. It is not allowed to park 50 meters in front of and 50 meters after the white bridge at the
Noorddiep related of the large agricultural traffic.
19. If you are at night on the bank you must have the night Vispas. Its not allowed to stay
overnight in any vehicles.
20. The rods may not be left unattended

Fishing rights (V) and hiking rights (L) of Hv. "Ons Vermaak” and
the municipality of Kampen.
All waters in the municipality of Kampen are specifically mentioned:.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Surrounding countries and roadsides around the Blazekolk. V + L Venedijk Noord.
Ditto Onderdijkskolk. V+L Venedijk Noord.
Ditto Oenekolk. V+L Venedijk Noord.
Ditto Boerrichterkolk. V + L Venedijk Zuid, to the right of the sign "Ons Vermaak". The
bank infront of house no.3 is not allowed.
Ditto Koerskolk V + L Venedijk Zuid (not to be fished due to activities until further notice
on the website).
Ditto Knieperkolk V + L Venedijk Zuid (15 meters to the left and 15 meters to the right of
the sign.
Ditto Dompekolk. V+L Dompeweg.
Ditto Roskamkolk. V+L Nieuwendijk.
Ditto the Garste from Noorddiep to the V + L motorway.
Ditto uitwateringskanaal Noorddiep to the IJssel V+L.
Ditto Noorddiep V+L.
Ditto Molenkolk.
Ganzendiep.Goot (to memorial needle).
IJssel (from Molenbrug downstream)
Kolk Seveningen.
Keteldiep en Kattendiep.
Polder waters in / on the Mandjeswaard, the Kampereiland, the Melm, Broeken and Maten
and polder Dronten.
Kolken at the Zwartendijk
Bosjessteegkolk.
Zuiderwaardkolk.
Inner City Kampen en IJsselmuiden.
The waters of the former water authority Kamperveen / Zalk, as indicated on the map up to
150 meters from the public road, except canal and roadside along the cross road of the Baron
Bentinckweg to the farm of Mr. Prins V + L.

Exceptional provisions:
Instructions and/or orders from, for example, inspectors or association inspectors, tenant or road
managers responsible for carrying out maintenance work must be followed. You are requested not
to fish where the board has issued a license for holding a fishing contest, provided it is indicated
on time.

Minimum sizes and closed time of bait and fish species:
As indicated in the Fisheries Act and in the Dutch’s booklet list national fishing waters.
Vispass Hv. “Ons Vermaak”:
The Vispas are issued annually and can be collected during the issuing days. You will receive
your VISpas at home by direct debit or by transferring the contribution

Special regulations "Dompekolk":
1. It is not allowed to have more than 2 trout in possession and to take away! (only self-caught!)
2. Trout destined for consumption must be killed immediately by a powerful tick on the head.
3. Only a one-tooth barbless hook is allowed
4. Its allowed to fish with one rod (except carp anglers fishing with boilies and particles).
5. Permitted baits: power baits, trout paste, insect larvae (such as maggots, mealworms and bee
larvae), worms, lures (such as flies, spinners, spoons, plug, ect ...), boilies and grains / seeds
(such as corn, hemp, peas, etc. ...) Please note legally regulated closed times.
6. Feeding is prohibited except for boilies and particles, the advice is moderate feeding.
7. Caught trout that does not last for consumption, put back as soon as possible, a disgorgers or
pliers is in neat. A landing net is also recommended.
8. Night fishing is only allowed on carp.
9. Belly boats: Only allowed in the months of Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan and Feb with a maximum of 5
belly boats that are not equipped with a motor drive or paddles. Life jacket is required.
10. It is not allowed to leave waste. When leaving the fishing place, it should be clean.
Control:
To inspectors and other authorized persons, you must at all times present your VISpass of Hv
"Ons Vermaak", list of fishing waters and the association list.
If you cannot show the correct documents, you will be deemed to fish without a permit. We check
very frequently in our waters. Our inspection team may take your papers in case of violations if
you do not comply with the conditions and provisions. Our inspectors are legally authorized to
make an official report.

Permit for distribution for 2019
If you wish to remain a member of our association, you must respond to our invitation that will be
sent home in November / December 2018. If you do not respond, we will use the following
procedure: You can transfer the normal contribution until 1 February 2019 and obtain your
license.

Your membership will expire on 1 February 2019 and you will be deregistered as a
member and all your rights will expire. You can then only register as a new
member at the applicable rate and registration fee.
Removals, cancellations (before 1 October) can be communicated in writing to the
members administration. Mailing is also allowed (info@hvonsvermaak.nl).

Member administration hv "Ons Vermaak"
P/a De Amer 33, 8253-RC Dronten

On behalf of the board a lot of fishing fun.

Association list 2018.
Rightful claimant holder off the municipality of Kampen, Kampereiland Vastgoed NV
and Hv. "Ons Vermaak" gives their fishing rights in one written permission, for which
Ons Vermaak on behalf of the municipality of Kampen and Kampereiland
Vastgoed NV is authorized.

Angler Association "Ons Vermaak" Kampen
Established: 4 November, 1921

Pay attention!! The VISpass in combination with this document is proof of
membership of the association.
E-mail : info@hvonsvermaak.nl
Website : www.hvonsvermaak.nl
Bank nr. : NL95SNSB0909982414

Reporting point poaching: 06-52333857
Reporting point for fish mortality: 06-45752834
The association is affiliated to Sportvisserij Nederland, Sportvisserij Oost Nederland and to the
Chamber of Commerce no. 40059036.

Failure to observe the rules mentioned in this document or
if there is a violation of the fishing law, the water authority or the
municipal fisheries regulation, that means you are expected to fish
without a permit! Make sure that you always have your
VISdocument, list of fishing waters and this document with you.
Be economical on shore and water plants.

